
The Apostrophe: Possessive ‘S and Contractions 

 

 

An apostrophe (') is a signal telling the reader that a word is either a contraction or a possessive. 
 
Contractions: a contraction is two words contracted or shortened into one.  You use contractions most often in 

informal or personal types of writing but usually not in more formal types.  When you speak, you use 
contractions every day.  In a contraction, an apostrophe replaces one or more letters that are left out. 

 
 she will = she'll      I have = _____________ 

 you are = _____________    could not = _____________ 

do not = _____________    it is = _____________ (NOT the same as "its") 

will not = _____________    we are = _____________ 

should have = _____________ (NOT "should of") could have = _____________ (NOT "could of") 

would have = _____________ (NOT "would of")  had not = _____________ 

 
Remember that the apostrophe marks the missing letter.  Don't make the common mistake of placing the 
apostrophe between the two words, such as in these cases: should'nt, do'nt, etc. 

 
Possessive 's: the apostrophe is also used to mark the possessive.  The possessive tells the reader that someone 

or something owns or possesses the thing that comes after the possessive. 
The tablet is owned by Ronni  Ronni's tablet  
The field is owned by the school  the school's field  
The debt is owned by the nation  the nation's debt  
The end is owned by the year  the year's end  
 

a) To form the possessive of a singular noun, add an apostrophe (') and an s (even if the noun ends in s). 
You may know that a noun identifies a person, place, thing, or idea. A singular noun names one person, 
place, thing, or idea.   

  

Gladys + 's umbrella = _____________ umbrella 

 monkey + 's banana = _____________ banana 

 city + 's taxes = _____________ taxes 

 

b) To form the possessive of a plural noun that does not end in s, add an apostrophe and an s. A plural 
noun names more than one person, place, thing, or idea. 
 

 teeth + 's enamel = _____________ enamel 

 sheep + 's fleece = _____________ fleece 

 men + 's room = _____________ room 

 

c) To form the possessive of a plural noun that ends in s, add only the apostrophe. 
 

 the Turners + ' house = the _____________ house 

 countries + ' flag= _____________ flag 

 buyers + ' guide = _____________ guide 



 

 

The Apostrophe: Showing Possession and Contractions 
 
 
Part 1: rewrite each of the following groups of words changing them into a possessive form with an apostrophe. 
 
 
EXAMPLE: the boots of the men  
 
 

1. the sides of  the boxes  ___________________________________________ 

2. the deck of the ship  ___________________________________________ 

3. the covers of the book  ___________________________________________ 

4. the parts of the car  ___________________________________________ 

5. the smell of the lilies ___________________________________________ 

6. the hiss of the snakes  ___________________________________________ 

7. the opinion of  the expert  ___________________________________________ 

8. the drill of the dentist  ___________________________________________ 

9. the horns of the cows  ___________________________________________ 

10. the noise of the mice  ___________________________________________ 

Part 2: fill in the correct contraction for each of the following expressions.  
 

1. I am eating  ___________________________________________ 

2. She will not go  ___________________________________________ 

3. We are dancing  ___________________________________________ 

4. You cannot  ___________________________________________ 

5. He is peering  ___________________________________________ 

6. It does not matter  ___________________________________________ 

7. She does not  ___________________________________________ 

8. We will return  ___________________________________________ 

9. You are unusual  ___________________________________________ 

10. It is funny  ___________________________________________ 

 


